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NEW: Seeberger Coconut chips
Pure nature: wash, cut, dry – that's all you need to make perfect coconut chips.
Grown under the best conditions at our long-standing partner and harvested very
carefully, the crunchy coconut chips provide exotic moments of pleasure. The
modern, fresh and eye-catching design whets your appetite for the pure taste of
West Africa. The coconut chips are packed in a practical, resealable 110 g zip bag.

Seeberger Nut and Olive Mix

The high-quality nut and olive mix consists of roasted, crunchy almonds and mild
cashews. Sun-drenched, lightly salted green olive rings transform this delicious mix
into a Mediterranean taste explosion – the perfect addition to your chilled aperitif
of choice. Now available in a 125 g bag.

Seeberger Snack2go Range
Fancy a healthy and natural snack? Then discover the Seeberger Snack2go
products and find your favourite snack to satisfy your little hunger in between
meals: Snack2go Almond & Cranberry Mix, Snack2go Roasted Nut Mix with jumbo
raisins and Snack2go Roasted & Salted Nut Trio. In a 50 g stick pack, they fit in any
bag and are perfect for on the go. Each variety is packaged in a sustainable,
recyclable film.

Seeberger. True taste of nature.
Seeberger combines the know-how of over 175 years of family business with the
courage to innovate and the love of nature. Every nut and every fruit is harvested
by carefully selected partners exactly where the natural conditions are optimal and
the full flavour can unfold. In Ulm, Germany, our selection is only put into the
orange packaging when the enjoyment guarantees a conscious moment of nature.
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